
From: "Jacobsen, Joe" <jacobsenj@BATTELLE.ORG>
To: <gmm@nrc.gov>
Date: 5/20/05 3:34PM
Subject: Update from the West Jefferson Site

Good afternoon guys. I have a few items to pass onto you folks this week
from the West Jefferson Site activities.

 

* Closure Services will need to add onto the filter bed area fence
to the south to accommodate more digging/sloping area for the south and
end of the Abandoned North Filter Bed work (WIDE area). This fence will
be of equivalent design to the existing fence and will be continuous
with a locked gate. The area will be posted as an Underground
Radioactive Material Area as the rest of the filter bed area is. The
majority of the reason for this fence expansion is to accommodate
equipment and slope back for FSS surveys rather than because we are
chasing appreciable contamination in that direction.

 

* Scott Zoller(CS RSO) is returning to Denver next week and has
appointed Darrin Ridgley(Current CS Rad Tech Support Manager) as the
Associate RSO with responsibility for day to day Radiation Protection
Program Compliance for CS. Scott will come back periodically to site and
be available by telephone to Darrin. I have approved this request after
verifying it fits with the requirements of our RPP on page 3.

 

 

* CS and DOE are anxious to backfill the Fuel Pool/Transfer Canal
with flowable grout after they complete core borings through the fuel
pool floor to obtain soil samples for FSS next week. It may be that we
allow the Pool/Transfer Canal back fill operation to proceed at risk
prior to getting the full package to NRC for review. The flowable grout
is able to be dug out later if any issues arise. The flowable grout is
easier to use to meet our backfill compaction requirements then regular
dirt.

 

I understand that Mike is out on vacation thru next week and I will be
out on Monday myself with Jim Hallgren having the duty. If you have any
? let us know.

 

Joe Jacobsen

CC: <pjl2@nrc.gov>, <gab1@nrc.gov>, "Weaver, Patrick J"
<weaverp@BATTELLE.ORG>, "Hallgren, James R" <HALLGREN@BATTELLE.ORG>,
"Jacobsen, Joe" <jacobsenj@BATTELLE.ORG>
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